PRE-TEST

Workshop Venue: ………………………
Date: …………………………………… Time: ……………………………………….
Welcome! This is HAART Kenya. Today, we are conducting a workshop to share information with you
on human trafficking. To begin, kindly complete the following assessment to your best knowledge:
(Confirm that all participants attending the training on human trafficking for the very first time.)
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Question/Statement
Only women and girls are
trafficked
Traffickers are mainly
foreigners e.g. Arabs,
Europeans
Human trafficking in Kenya
happens only in towns and
cities
Human Trafficking always
involve crossing the border
In Kenya people are
trafficked only for sexual
exploitation purpose
In Kenya those trafficked are
children but not adults
Sometimes traffickers offer
marriage to recruit the
victims
Human Trafficking is the
same as human smuggling
Understanding the function
of all travel documents
makes migration safer
There are no institutions to
tackle human trafficking
cases in Kenya

Points Total

Yes

No

I do not
know

Points

POST-TEST
Workshop Venue: ………………………
Date: …………………………………

No
1
2
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4
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6
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8
9

10

Time: ………………………………………

Question/Statement
Only women and girls are
trafficked
Traffickers are mainly
foreigners e.g. Arabs,
Europeans
Human trafficking in Kenya
happens only in towns and
cities
Human Trafficking always
involve crossing the border
In Kenya people are
trafficked only for sexual
exploitation purpose
In Kenya those trafficked are
children but not adults
Sometimes traffickers offer
marriage in order to recruit
the victims
Human Trafficking is the
same as human smuggling
Understanding the function
of all travel documents
makes migration safer
There are no institutions to
tackle human trafficking
cases in Kenya

Yes

No

I do not
know

Points

Facilitator Questions After the workshop:
Are there any specific tactics used by recruiters that you are familiar with?
Do you feel that you now have a good grasp of human trafficking?
Did you feel that the information shared was relevant and might be useful to you?
Do you have any recommendations for HAART, to help make subsequent training sessions more
useful?

